Welcome Back…
Entertaining Safely, Productively and Enjoyably in a Post-Pandemic Era

How Much Will Change?
Events will continue to be a part of our lives – commercial, educational,
charitable and private gatherings are part of the fabric of our society and
will adapt and develop to sit within the new realities post Covid 19.
This document sets out our current thinking on the art of the possible –
some of this is a lovely step forward for the industry – in using this
opportunity to challenge some of the formats we have adopted without
question – different in some cases will be better. The current
Government guidelines on hospitality are not aimed at the events
industry and we have taken broad guidance and interpreted it to our
purpose – this will evolve over time.
We expect service to be delivered more slowly, mirroring the general
slowdown in the pace of our lives over the past year. In lieu of
receptions or networking opportunities (which may or may not be
possible in June), we would suggest adding interaction to events – either
a pre dinner recital or speech, additional speeches between courses,
informal “team” activities (quizzes etc) or a musical or theatrical
interlude to enhance the occasion. With theatres, cinemas, music venues
and other cultural institutions reopenng slowly, there will be
opportunities to create exclusive shared experiences in this landscape
that will endure as special memories.

Government Guidance
We have some insights into managing events that are “crowded by
design” from the experiences of countries who are re-emerging from
lockdown. For the purposes of this guidance, we are assuming that
when we gather professionally, UK Government Guidance may still
include the need for:
• Attendee management: submission of full contact details,
registration to the Government track and trace app, temperature
checking / thermal scanning / rapid testing on entry.
• Personal distancing of 2m / 1m+ for guests and therefore reduced
venue capacities.
• Staff management, including fitness for work declaration,
temperature checking / rapid testing pre shift and PPE.
• Service management including reduced contact service, physical
screening and seated entertaining only.
• Facilities management planning to include enhanced hygiene on
all high traffic surfaces, management of flow to high traffic areas
such as cloakrooms and toilets.
• Free access to sanitiser, disinfectant wipes and increased access to
handwashing.
• Increased ventilation.

PI Response to Government Guidelines
Party Ingredients have been working throughout lockdown to provide meals to NHS workers in the
Barts and the London Trust Hospitals and in support of local food banks. We also undertook a small
number of small events towards the end of 2020. We have robust Risk Assessments and Method
Statements in place and new ways of working safely through a pandemic. There will be many
decisions that businesses and individuals can make within the Government guidelines to provide a safe
space for work and leisure. We will be implementing the following measures in addition to our
assumptions on Government guidance to ensure that we have the confidence of our staff and our
guests:
• Enhanced certified training for all staff members in disease prevention and control and safe practice.
• Enhanced workplace safety, including “pod” working. This ensures distinct team working to
provide continuity in the event of an incident of infection or suspected infection.
• An edited offer – a monthly menu that allows us to streamline the supply chain, the preparation
processes and the team size to enable personal distancing at work for all workers, whilst offering the
“Best of British” throughout the seasons.
• PPE for all staff in service.
• Extensive support for event organisers in the run up to an event – sharing best practice, supporting
with guest management protocol and advising on pre event communication with guests.
• Constant review and update of our practices in line with Government advice and our experiences to
provide a second to none hospitality service, working to the needs of our clients, and mindful of the
safety of our team and your guests.
• Clients and venues to consider their public liability insurance – will it cover for a Covid-19 infection
(or group of infections) contracted at your venue / event. If not, personal disclaimers will need to be
completed by each guest.

Hybrid Events
With the potential necessity to scale down the actual scale of
your event comes the opportunity to increase the virtual
capacity for your message or celebration. Using a combination
of superfast fibre broadband and internet streaming, there is no
limit to the number or locations of participants in your event.
PI will create packages, based on your event needs to include
venue hire, AV and tech, food and beverage, service, and the
enhanced safety measures illustrated in this document.
Using our experiences catering through lockdown, and the
experiences of event professionals in other countries, we have
created templates for enjoyable, productive and exciting events
that can include all the guests you want to include, but crucially
respecting the fact that some may be anxious about gathering.
This need not be a barrier to their participation.
Post Covid-19, webcasting is now within the capabilities of all
age groups and nations – a digital levelling that has opened up
the possibilities of the events industry, rather than diminished it.

In Person Events
As we emerge from the pandemic, we will move
from a “Small is Beautiful” model to a more “Big
and Bold” event template.
The expertise we have gained working through
this experience will mean that we take nothing for
granted. The potential for better events than ever
is hugely exciting as we all appreciate the value of
direct contact.
Gathering can be tailored to risk and there may be
risk mitigation in place for some time as we begin
to mingle internationally and across all age
groups. What we have learned is that this does
not have to diminish the experience of the event.

Guest Arrival
Guidelines to Maximising Safety and Minimising Disruption to Expectation
• Communication prior to the event will be crucial in managing the
expectations of your guests. A detailed plan of the event with a FAQ
section will be a great confidence builder to ensure attendance. We
have developed an animated infographic for event organisers to
circulate amongst their guests prior to the event – a useful tool to
guide expectation and build confidence.
• Staggered guest arrival will help you manage distanced entrance to
register your guests and for the venue to carry out any safety checks
that are required.
• Communication urging guests to minimise their personal belongings
will be helpful – the venue will find it difficult to manage queuing in
tight spaces in many cases and guests are exposing themselves to
unnecessary risk if their belongings are stored in shared spaces.
• Facilities – guests must understand that free movement around the
venue will not be easy and there will be venue management of
doorways, stairways, toilets and cloakrooms.
• We will work with you to ensure that your guests enjoy the venue,
despite the guidelines that may restrict their free access – planning an
alternative to a reception (if necessary), entertainment in place of
networking – are ideas to maximise guest enjoyment of the occasion.

Service and Guest Interaction
We expect a 2m/ 1m+ personal distance rule to be applied when we are able to open for
business again. Although this poses some logistical questions, it unquestionably ensures
that our guests and staff are minimising the risk of infection from each other
considerably. There will be some alterations to the service that your guests would
ordinarily expect, but they should not detract from the guest’s enjoyment of the meal or
the occasion if they are aware of how service will run.
• We have prepared seating scenarios that can be circulated (with guest seating
perhaps) prior to the event. These scenarios show the method of service and that
might be useful thing for guests to see prior to their attendance.
• Guests will be seated 2m / 1m+ apart in all scenarios.
• Service will be observing a 1m+ distance from guests.
• For seated meals, staff will place plates adjacent to guests and they will slide their
own plates into their “cover”. They will push their plate into the reach of the service
staff when the course is cleared. This is a “place and step back” service style.
• For seated meals, where possible, water and white wine will be pre-poured, with
additional service at table throughout the meal. Service may include pre poured
beverages served from trays.
• Each guest will have a personal sealed disinfectant wipe to use if they wish.
• For buffet style service, meals will be plated to order by staff behind plexiglass panels
and guests will fill their own trays following a pre planned route from food to drinks
displays and back to their seats.

Seating Scenario 1
Planning for reduced capacities.
The options will vary from venue to venue, but this and the following 4 slides show some safe seating plans
achieving physical distancing at 2m.

Double Width U Shaped Dining / Meeting
24’ x 18’ = 11 Guests Seated Both Sides of the Table
This could be extended to create a longer top with multiple
short sprigs
Service between guests at 1m distance with waiters placing
plates to the side of guests, and guests sliding plates towards
them when food arrives, and away from them when it is
ready to be cleared.

Seating Scenario 2
Single Width U Shaped Dining / Meeting
18’ x 21’ = 9 Guests Seated on One Side of the Table
This could be extended to create a longer top with multiple
short sprigs
Service in front of guests at 1m+ distance with waiters
sliding plates towards guests and guests sliding plates
towards them when food arrives, and away from them when
it is ready to be cleared.

Seating Scenario 3
Double Width Long Dining / Meeting
10’ x 18’ = 6 Guests Seated on Either Side of the Table
This could be extended to create a longer table extending the
length/ width of the dining room, and duplicated to provide 2,
3 or more adjacent tables. These will require a 9’ width
between each table to enable a 2m (6’) physical distance and
service.
Service between guests at 1m+ distance with waiters sliding
plates towards guests and guests sliding plates towards them
when food arrives, and away from them when it is ready to be
cleared.

Seating Scenario 4
Single Width Classroom Style Dining / Meeting

24’ x 12’ = 8 Guests Seated on One Side of the Table
This could be extended width or length wise as space
permits.
Service in front of guests at 1m distance with waiters sliding
plates towards guests and guests sliding plates towards
them when food arrives, and away from them when it is
ready to be cleared.
OR
Self service from a break out room, with guests collecting a 1,
2 or 3 course meal and drink and returning to their seat.
Row by row self service.

Seating Scenario 5
Round Table Dining / Meeting
2m physical distancing with 3 guests to a 6 foot round
table.
Service alongside guests at 1m+ distance with waiters
sliding plates towards guests and guests sliding
plates towards them when food arrives, and away
from them when it is ready to be cleared.

Hygiene Regimes
Our primary lines of defence are maintaining personal distance, paying close attention to our own personal hygiene and
prescriptive movement around our shared spaces. Guests and staff alike must play their part, but additionally the venue has
an important role in creating safe spaces in which we can do business and socialise. This is what we will be doing to ensure
our safety and that of you and your guests:
• Increased facilities management – staff on hand to ensure that your guests are managed safely within our venue.
• Increased signage – to ensure that your guests and our staff have constant reminders of best practice.
• Increased cleaning – we have upgraded and increased the frequency of our cleaning procedures in front of house areas,
including furniture and fittings. Our hygiene practices in the kitchens and back of house already exceed government
guidelines and we have a 5 star rating for every kitchen we manage.
• Guest access to cleaning records or regimes if required.
• Access to sanitisation facilities – our venues provide sanitiser at all access and egress points, in all public rooms and
facilities.
• Dedicated waste bins for guest use for their used masks, wipes or gloves.

Food Safety
Party Ingredients has 5 star ratings for every kitchen we are involved in, and have had a remote update inspection by the City of
London Corporation EHO to ensure that we are up to date with all our processes in order to provide NHS support through the
pandemic.
In returning to commercial events we have made the following adjustments to our services to ensure that our business is able to
deliver the best possible, safe events for you and your guests.
• A highly seasonal range of dishes which will support our UK supply network in bringing the Best of British to our tables this
Autumn and Winter season and beyond. These menus will change monthly.
• A reduced number of dishes for our kitchens to manage – streamlining the ingredients required, the processes undertaken and
the number of chefs needed to prepare delicious, memorable meals in a safe way.
• Audited food flows for every dish we produce offering full traceability.
• Adjusted service styles to ensure the maximum hospitality with the minimum of person to person contact. The service style will
inevitably be at a slower pace, embracing the slow down we are having to adjust to in the pace of modern life in general to keep
ourselves safe and well.
What we will preserve is delicious dining, visual impact, a bit of theatre and the warm, knowledgeable service that is our
trademark. Our service teams are currently furloughed, but we have a programme of re-induction and certified service training
ready to get them up to speed when we are back in action.

Back of House

Having worked safely throughout lockdown, PI have used what
we have learned to develop a risk assessment for service at events.
This works with a venue and event specific Method Statement
setting out in detail how we work within each space to deliver safe
events. We cover delivery, movement around the building, set up,
service and load out processes. This is available on request.
For many events, we will need additional space for plating – most
serveries cannot safely accommodate chefs and service staff with
physical distancing and we will need to be able to discuss this in
an event by event basis.
In some cases, creating a distanced walk through for all guests in
lieu of a standing reception may add theatre to the event. Creating
a route around a covered floor with regimented plating stations in
the usual reception area into the Dining Hall. Chefs finishing
starter and dessert plates makes for a nice piece of theatre and for
many guests, a rare glimpse of the processes that are ordinarily
hidden “behind the baize door”.
We believe that this stimulates conversation and provides an
interesting enhancement to a dinner that might feel otherwise
compromised in it’s enjoyment by some of the safety requirements.
An opportunity to talk to the chefs about the dishes they are about
to enjoy will enhance the meal, we hope.

The Road Map Spring 2021

The Road Map Spring 2021

Over the spring the Government will run a scientific Events Research
Programme. This will include a series of pilots using enhanced testing
approaches and other measures to run events with larger crowd sizes and
reduced social distancing to evaluate the outcomes. The pilots will start in
April.
The Government will bring the findings from across different sectors and
different settings to determine a consistent approach to lifting restrictions
on these events. Depending on the outcome of this work, the Government
hopes to be able to lift restrictions on these events and sectors as part of Step 4.

We Look Forward to Seeing You Soon!

